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Background: information theory and language

Cross-linguistically the length of a word is predicted by its 
frequency and the amount of information content it has: the more 
frequent and with less information content the shorter a word is 
(Sigurd et. al. 2004, Piantadosi et al. 2011). 

{more frequent, less information content} → short 

{less frequent, more information content}→ long
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Background: What is information content?

● Information content defined as how unexpected it is for a  
word to occur in a certain context. 

● Zero information content:  “United States of                  ” America

● High information content:   “the                ”Unicorn
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Background: information theory and language
{more frequent, less information content} → short

{less frequent, more information content}→ long

Human language lexical systems result from an 
optimization of communicative pressures. This 
pattern is found across different languages 
(Czech, Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, 
Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Spanish, and 
Swedish) (Piantadosi et al. 2011).  

Figure adapted from Piantadosi et al. (2011:2): the 
correlations in English 
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The Puzzles 
● How do we define the length/complexity of a Chinese word? 

Two proposed measurements:
a. Amount of characters: 

■ character_length(“邑”) = 1 ; character_length(“国都”) = 2  (both means ‘capital’) 
■ potential problem:

● character_length(“一”) = 1; character_length(“龘”) = 1 (“龘” reads as ‘dá’, ‘flying dragon’ )

b. Total Stroke Number:
■ stroke_length(“邑”) = 7; stroke_length(“国都”) = 18; stroke_length(“一”) = 1; 

stroke_length(“龘”) = 48

● The golden pattern of “the more frequent, the shorter” holds in alphabet-based 
languages. How does the optimization pattern extend to Chinese, a character based 
language?
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Research Questions

● Does Chinese manifest the golden patten of “the more frequent, the shorter/less 
complex”?

● Which Chinese written system, simplified Chinese or traditional Chinese, is more 
efficient in term of communication (i.e. is closer to the golden pattern)? 

● Piantadosi et al. (2011) found that the average information content of a word is a better 
predictor than frequency to predict its length.  Does the same pattern hold in Chinese 
(i.e. average information content is better than frequency)?

Given a Chinese Word

Length/Complexity Information measurement

Character Length Frequency

Total Stroke Number Average Information Content 
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Research Materials 

● A collection of Chinese classic novels (Vierthaler, 2016). This 
corpus consists of texts written in Chinese during the Ming and 
Qing dynasties, spanning roughly 1368 to the early 20th 
century (the newest text was written in 1916).

● Pre-process: The whole text is tokenized into sentences by 
using punctuations as delimiter. Each sentence is then 
tokenized into words by using Polyglot word tokenizer (Al-Rfou, 
2017). 

● 1,720,988 sentences, 7,291,097 words, and 9,125,189 
characters.
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An Example
● Text:  “看见纸张白亮，图书鲜红，... ”

○ Sentences:
■ “看见纸张白亮” 

● Words:
○ “看见”, “纸张”, “白”,  

“亮”
■ “图书鲜红” 

● Words:
○ “图书”, “鲜”, “红”
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● Text:  “看見紙張白亮，圖書鮮紅， ... ”
○ Sentences:

■ “看見紙張白亮 ” 
● Words:

○ “看見”, “紙張”, “白”,  
“亮”

■ “图书鲜红” 
● Words:

○ “圖書”, “鮮”, “紅”
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Research Methods
The four key pieces of information that need be extracted from our data are:
● Complexity measurements: 

1. total stroke number (A python program that counts stroke number: 
https://github.com/lucien0410/count_stroke)
a. In the form of simplified Chinese, e.g. 证实 zheng4 shi2 ‘verify’; total stroke number = 15

b. In the form of traditional Chinese, e.g. 證實 zheng4 shi2 ‘verify’; total stroke number = 33

2. Character length 
● Information measurements:

3. average information content of each word
4. frequency of each word
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Measuring Average Information Content: an example

Definition of Average information content (Piantadosi et al. (2011)):

A python program that computes avergae information content of each token in a corpus 
https://github.com/lucien0410/average_information_content_calculator
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Measuring Average Information Content: an example “纸张” ‘paper’
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Result
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Result
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Discussion

● As both frequency and average information content are correlated with word 
length and total stoke number, Chinese (simplified and traditional) does have 
the optimized pattern. 

● Simplified Chinese is closer to the golden pattern. 
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Discussion 
Why is simplified Chinese more optimal than traditional Chinese? 

● During the 1950’s, simplified Chinese became the official written language in the People’s Republic 
of China; however, it has been existing for hundreds of years (DeFrancis, 1986).

● Speculation: Without regulated by the law (as the official written form), simplified Chinese has more 
freedom to evolve.  
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Discussion: remaining puzzles 
Which information measurement is better, frequency or average information content?

                                           Figure from Piantadosi et al. (2011:2)
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Discussion: remaining puzzles 
Which information measurement is better, frequency or average information content?

- To our surprise,  frequency is the better measurement than average information content 
for Chinese, contrary to the finding in Piantadosi et al. (2011).  

- Chinese is different from the 11 languages in Piantadosi et al. (2011). We speculate 
that in Chinese the context does not provide the same amount of information as the 
context in other languages.
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Discussion: remaining puzzles 
Which complexity measurement is better, character length or total stroke number?

- Frequency, simplified Chinese: total stroke number
- Frequency, traditional Chinese: character length
- Average information content, simplified Chinese: character length
- Average information content, traditional Chinese: character length
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Conclusion
In the current study, we found that Chinese, a character-based, has some patterns 
of optimizing its efficiency as alphabet-based languages.
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